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TAL-i-IBU5..

THE KERMAN RANGE AND THE BEGINNINGS OF SMELTING

Recent archaeological investigations in southeastern Iran have
disclosed a long sequence of prehistoric cultures, evidence of
smelting copper from ores prior to 4000 B. C., and a clear
indication of contact with Mesopotamian civilization at 2800 B. C.

Joseph R. Caldwell

In the Mashiz Valley of the Kerman Mountains, eight hundred kilometers east

of Bagdad and the Tigris River, is Tal-i-Thlis. To the Persian villagers of the valley

this is "the evil mound," or "the devil' s mound." The story is that someone very

wicked once dwelt here. In Iran a tal is a mound or hill. A tal should be larger than

a small mound or tepe but not so large as a mountain or kuh, The mound of Tal-i-Iblis

is oval in plan, one hundred eighteen by one hundred meters, and it was once over

eleven meters high.

Ibl is is not a natural hill but an archaeological site, an accumulation of millenia

of debris and mud from the decay of houses of sun-dried brick. In ancient times, as

in many villages in southwest Asia today, old houses were simply leveled off and new

ones built on the resulting elevations. Over the centuries whole towns reached skyward

on slowly-rising platforms of old mud brick and trash. The abandonment or destruction

of a town meant that it would gradually take on the appearance of a hill; wind and weather

would melt the remaining buildings and softly round the contour s of the pile. There are

hundreds of such ancient mounds in Iran.

Thirty-three years ago Thlis was visited and mapped by the archaeologist-explorer

Sir Mark Aurel Stein. He published an excellent description of the mound and the valley (I)



It is his measurements noted above. On the plain around he saw pottery fragments

for twelve hundred meters to the north and south and eight hundred meters east and

west. The ancient town had been 'I arger than the mound proper; the latter was simply

the oldest and most intensively occupied part of the settlement. Because of unsettled

times Stein was obliged to travel with a military escort. The officer in charge, fearing

the archaeologist might find something of value, refused to allow him to dig. So far as

I know. no other archaeologist saw Iblis during the years following Stein's expedition.

The mound was believed to be untouched.

In April, 1964, I visited the site under the auspices of the Empire of Iran and

the United States Commission for Cultural Exchange with Iran (2). Because of a strange

set of circumstances which enabled us to make some discoveries there, Ibl is has suddenly

become of great interest to archaeologists. This is the story I have to tell.

We had come all the way across southern Iran in an Iran-Jeep, the Persian version

of the American Jeep, a car excellently suited to the roads and dry stoney desert we had

to travel. Our party included my wife, Sheila K. Caldwell, Charles Carlson and Shapur

Malek Shahrnirzadi, students from the Universities of Oregon and Tehran respectively.

We were to make a reconnaissance of some of the more accessible parts of Kerma.n Pro

vince. a territory hardly known from an archaeologtcal standpoint. The report of our

invest igut ions now awaits the printer (3). In the midst of our travels we were able to pay

a visit to Ibl is ,

We set off one morning from the provincial capitol of Kerman through the stoney

desert and hills which lay between us and the Mashiz Valley sixty kilometers away. It

was a half day's drive under a blue sky and over a landscape of weathered black or greeu

ish hills and enlivened only by a few scrub plants. The hills we were crossing were part
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of a long chain we shall call the Kerman Range, some parts of which reach five and six

thousand feet above the already respectable seven thousand foot elevation of the Persian

plateau (4). The mountains extend from Qum in northern Iran southeastward for twelve

hundred kil om eters to the Bampur (jaz Murian) Basin on the Baluchi border. Although

the Kerman Range and its desert borders form an area almost as large as Mesopotamia,

it is a curious fact that nearly all archaeological work in Iran has been concentrated in

the Zagros Range to the west and on the border of Mesopotamia. With the brilliant

exception of the French excavations at Tepe Sialk near Kashan (5), and several traverses

by Stein (6), the Kerman Range is virtually unexamined.

This hill and mountain belt makes life possible over a large part of central and

southeastern Iran. While yearly rainfall seldom exceeds four inches, and most of that

comes in winter, the mountains trap and conserve moisture. Winter snows remain on

the highest mountains sending melt water to the parched plains and few perennial streams

like the Lalihzar, Halil, and Bampur rivers. The present inhabitants are not bound to

the streams like their prehistoric forerunners because of the qanats, artificial under

ground channels dug with tremendous effort and accuracy of grade to bring water from

the higher water tables at the base of mountains to fields and villages sometimes many

kilometers away. The straight lines of volcano-like vents by which the deep channels

are reached and kept in repair by very thin men and very brave children (for there

are sometimes fatal accidents), are a common feature of the landscape. In such a

topography climate varies with the altitude. The average maximum June temperature

in the city of Kerman is 100.8 degrees F., in the lower situated town of Bam it is hotter.

The historian Mustawfi tells us that in early Islamic times there were extensive

forests in Kerman (7). There are still a good many trees on some mountains and in
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favored localities. Among these pistachio makes an excellent fuel and is used as such.

But one may drive for many kilometers without seeing a green plant. In the spring,

however, there is enough grass reaching down to the lower slopes and valleys that the

Kerman Range is classified on some maps as sparse grasslands.

The Kerman Range is very definitely not well-watered country, but if we compare

it to the dreadful deserts on either side it is a more favorable zone, long and narrow,

stretching from northern Iran almost to Baluchistan. To the east is a huge nightmare

of uninhabited salty desert called the Dasht-i-Lut, and to the west are the dry, salty,

Gavkhane and Neriz basins containing a few salt lakes which are of no advantage to

anyone whatsoever. Because of this situation on the Kerman Range is a corridor between

the deserts. We shall see that long ago, just about the time first cities were rising

in the west on the Mesopotamian plain, the Kerman Range was becoming a long ribbon

of settlement, a pathway for the diffusion of technology and ideas, and a roadway for

the movements of peoples.

These mountains contain copper ores, evidently more than is realized, and there

has been little modern prospecting in the area (8). Figure 1, showing the location of

copper ores in Iran. indicates that copper is relatively abundant in the Kerman Range and

other regions east of the Zagros Mountains. The apparent scarcity of copper deposits in

the western Zagros is surprising. We might have expected copper ores in Luristan,

for example. since that province is famous for hundreds of "Luristan bronzes" which

have turned up over the years. Both Luristan and the neighboring province of Khuzistan

have good deposits of tin. but it may be that their copper came from the Kerman Range.

Since alluvial southern Mesopotamia to the westward definitely has no copper, one might

argue that the Kerman Range would be a likely source for copper supplies to the growing
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civilization of southern Mesopotamia although, with Anatolia having copper in abundance,

probably not the only source . Comparison of the chemical constituents of Mesopotamian

copper and bronze artifacts with the ores of the outlying regions will eventually provide

an answer to this problem (9).

We arrived about noon at the town of Mashiz and through the kindness of Mr. Anuzgar

of the Ministry of Education who had come with us from Kerman that day, we were intro

duced to Mr. Thrihimi, District Superintendent of Schools. Mr. Thrihimi now took the

wheel of the jeep and drove at a good clip out into the Mashiz Valley, dodging innumerable

holes of the qanats criss-crossing the plain, and in anyone of which we might have lodged

forever.

Considerable tracts of the Mashiz Valley are covered with low sand dunes. When

Stein was here in 1932 he noted signs of increasing dessication. There was still a memory

of the last canal while even the qanats were drying up, several villages were gradually

being abandoned, and fields were being covered with sand (10).

After passing a few poor villages we suddenly found ourselves at Thlis and at the

scene of an archaeological tragedy. The entire center of this large mound had been dug

out and destroyed. Even then a few men with shovels were hacking at remaining parts of

the mound, piling the ancient earth into an old truck to enrich the fields of the valley.

There was nothing we could do to stop them.

We walked about the ruined mound picking up hundreds of pieces of broken pottery,

occasional fragments of small flint tools, grinding stones, occasional bits of alabaster

vessels, and even part of an alabaster figurine of a seated woman. We could tell from

these fragments that Thlis was quite old, pre - Islamic, that is, it was inhabited long before

the Arab conquest of the Persian (Sasanian) Empire in 642 A. D. How great was the
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antiquit y of Ibl is we were presently to learn, for there was one bright spot in this picture.

The digging had left many vertical sides or faces in the earth and these showed a clear

stratification of the ancient settlements which made up the mound. Six distinct levels

showed as horizontal bands of debris one above the other. Each of these contained dark

stained earth, bits of broken rock and pottery and more charcoal than I have ever seen

at an archaeological site. In one part of the mound were a number of large, flat rectan

gular baked bricks which I unfortunately neglected to measure. We were unable to associate

these with any particular occupation level or settlement but their presence argues for a

building of importance at some time or other.

The earliest level, which we called level 0, represented the first occupation of

the locality before the mound accumulated above it. From here on up the succeeding

mound levels were numbered 1 to 5. We were also able to judge that there had once

been higher and later settlements which were now destroyed. After making the sketch

of stratification shown in Figure 3, we proceeded to take charcoal and pottery fragments

separately from each level. Immediately we noticed differences in the kinds of pottery

associated with the successive settlements; before the day was done we could define a

tentative sequence of periods of occupation. Since our periods were based on pottery

differences they would for a long time be nothing more than periods of the ancient manu

facture of pottery at Iblis. We hoped, however, that as more was learned these divisions

of time would be able to take other aspects of cultural development into account, and

lead to the discovery of particular events in the history of the valley. Nevertheless we

remained under the impression that Iblis, although old, could not be as old as many of

the celebrated archaeological sites in Mesopotamia and northern Iran. It was located

on the peripheries of the main developments in western Asia and sites still farther east
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in Afghanistan and Baluchistan had already shown significantly later radiocarbon dates

than comparable sites in Mesopotamia (11). Some months later, through the kindness

of Mr. Robert Dyson, Jr., Dr. Elizabeth K. Ralph and Dr. Robert Stuckenrath, Jr. ,

of the University of Pennsylvania, each of our periods could be assigned a radiocarbon

date based on charcoal samples. We learned that Iblis was earlier than we thought (12).

The date for level 0, the first occupation of Ibl is , was 3928 ..:!: 79 B. C. (Sample

P-929). There is a slight anomaly between this and the dates for the succeeding levels

1 and 2. These should have dated later but instead were 4091 :!:. 74 B. C. (P-925) and

4083 ± 72 B. C. (P-926A) respectively. Among the three sarrples there must have been

a small amount of contamination, but all dates are actually close in time. We shall

arbitrarily regard level 1 as about 4000 B. C., level 0 as a little earlier and level 2

as a little later.

The pottery from level 0 was distinctive. We have used it as the hallmark of

the Lalihzar Period which we named for the river flowing through the valley and tall

Mount Lalihzar overlooking it. Level 0 pottery was thick, coarse, soft, generally reddish

brown to salmon, and looked like it had been fired at a low temperature in an oxidizing

atmosphere. Vessel forms, as identified from fragments, included simple bowls,

unknown forms with flaring rims, globular "hole -mouth " vessels, and vessels with flat

or concave bases. Some also showed small teat-like projections or lugs. Also in this

level were two prismatic flint blades, one with "silica sheen" along the edge which

may have come from cutting vegetation. The blades were probably from sickles of the

ancient kind, known archaeologically elsewhere, in which a line of such blades was set

into an implement of wood or bone. Such blades are not necessarily evidence of domes

tieated plants for they might just as well have been used to cut wild ones. Yet agricul

ture had been known in western Asia long hefore 4000 B. C. and we were not surprised



when we learned later that these first settlers at Ihl is were acquainted with wheat.

Additional work at this site would probably disclose other domestic grains and bones

of some forms of domestic animals.

The pottery made by these people has a general resemblance to the earliest

pottery in several parts of western Asia which is usually tempered with chaff or straw,

in soft, coarse and unpainted, and which precedes better fired vessels with a painted

decoration. To Dr. Frederick R. Matson of Pennsylvania State University we sent two

pottery fragments: one from Iblis level 0 and one similar fragment from Tal1-i-Bakun

near Persepol is, four hundred kilometers west of Ibl is in the southern Zagros Range.

The fragment from Bakun is from the mound Bakun B, Zone I (Bakun II) and is five hun

dred years earlier than the Ibl is specimen (13). Professor Matson found them surprisingly

alike. In a letter of June 15, 1965 he wrote:

"The two sherds have both been fired long enough to oxidize the organic materials

that are normally in all clays. Thus they do not have black cores. The color of the

fired clay. tan salmon, suggests that the firing temperature was in the range of 700 0 to

~:WOo C. The distinctive aspect of both sherds, despite their differences in thickness

(Bakun B-18mm.th.; Tal-i-Iblis 7-13mm.th.) is the nature of the tempering material

included in them. It consists of stubby chaff in units of about 5 mm. in length and 1 mm ,

wide. the individual pieces. according to impressions left in the fired clay, were fre

quently at angles to each other, not uncommonly at approximately right angles. They

are not aligned parallel to one another. This would suggest that once the chaff was added

to the wet clay, doubtless to stiffen it so that it could be formed into vessels, the clay

was not further worked or wedged to any great extent, nor were the vessel walls patted

and shaped and scraped much once they had been formed. The lack of orientation of
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the chaff is interesting. The surfaces of both sherds are smoothed over with chaff-free

clay, doubtless to produce a smooth surface. Finger striations can be seen in this

surface layer, much of which has spalled off of the sherds thus exposing the chaff

impressions inside .... The Bakun rim sherd has a groove along its lower fracture edge

showing the junction of two coils of clay that had been joined together. "

Another pottery fragment from this level was sent for examination to Professor

Hans Helbaek of the Danish National Museum, Copenhagen. Professor Helbaek wrote:

"The tempering is mainly grass blades and bits of straw. That it could easily be culti

vated grasses is suggested by the dimensional range of the fragments as also by the

occurrence of a crushed palea of wheat (Emmer ?) and a few fragments of silica remains

of awns, corresponding in dimensions and other characteristics to those of Emmer."

The Iblis date of shortly before 4000 B. C. is rather late for pottery of this kind.

Peoples of the Bakun region of the southern Zagros and of the Kashan area in the northern

Kerman Range were already making better fired painted potteries (14). If the Iblis

pottery of this period can be regarded as an example of "cultural lag" signifying that

our people may have been backward in other respects as well, the suggestion is that

Ibl is and the southern Kerman Range lay slightly outside the main stream of cultural

development at the time. Lack of communication with Bakun is easy to understand

because the dry Neriz basin between the Kerman and Zagros ranges could have been

an effective barrier to cultural intercourse. It is less easy to understand the lag

between Ibl is and Kashan where contacts could have been maintained along the corridor

of the Kerman Range. But the succeeding levels 1 and 2 at Iblis show somewhat closer

ties to Kashan just as we might expect. This may have happened rather suddenly at

4000 B. C.
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Despite the radiocarbon indications that the occupations represented by level 1

and 2 followed quickly on the level 0 settlement, the pottery is almost completely

different. We have assigned these next two levels to the Iblis Period, named for this

mound. We do not know if these settlements belonged to a new people moving south

eastward down the Kerman Range or whether the original inhabitants of the valley were

suddenly subjected to strong cultural influences from that direction. What we can

observe is that only a little of the coarse simple pottery continued to be made at the

times of levelland 2. Characteristic of these Thlis Period levels is a fine thin-sided

pottery ornamented with handsome geometrical designs in dark brown paint and fired,

perhaps in a kiln, to a reddish color. Fragments of other pottery vessels were covered

with a red slip. The latter also showed gray cores, suggesting that the vessels were

refired to fix the slip. The exteriors of the red-slipped pottery sometimes showed

shiny streaks made with a blunt tool by a technique called "pattern burnishing. "

There are significant similarities between our pottery of the Iblis Period and

the Kashan pottery of the northern end of the Kerman Range. Here, the twin mounds

of Tepe Sialk were carefully investigated in 1930 by the French archaeologist Roman

Ghirshman. An.ong the successive occupations at Sialk our pottery most closely resem

bles that of Ghirshman's main level III (counting from the bottom) and especially sub

level 3 within that main level (15).

A few years after Ghirshman's investigation, Donald McCown of the University

of Chicago correlated early periods at Sialk with contemporary levels at a number of

other ancient sites in an area extending from northeast Iran to Russian Turkestan,

defining an ancient culture area or regional tradition which he called the "red-ware

province." He contrasted this to a "buff -ware province" belonging to the southern Zagros
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and well rep.... esented in the later levels at Bakun, In McCown's terms, the Ibl is

levelland 2 settlements might be a rapid southeastern extension of the red-ware

province along the Kerman corridor (16). Also, this movement of peoples or cultural

influences continued much farther along the Kerman Range. Painted pottery similar

to that of Thlis was found by Stein at sites along the Halil and Bampur Rivers almost

to the borders of Baluchistan. It was probably the earliest pottery he found in the Bam

pur Basin, occurring in the deepest levels of the mound Chah Husseini, near Bampur (17).

Among the fragments of pottery from Iblis levels I and 2 we made a surprising

discovery. Some pieces were from coarse earthenware crucibles which looked like

they had been subjected to great heat and showed green stain of copper residue on what

would have been the interiors of the vessels. Many months later, when the radiocarbon

samples had been run and the residue analysed, we learned the significance of these

specimens. We learned from Dr. Ralph C. Dougherty of Argonne National Laboratory

that these crucibles, six thousand years old, probably had been used to smelt an oxide

ore of copper. This is the oldest evidence of copper smelting anywhere, so far.

According to Dr. Dougherty:

"I have consulted with Dr. Beils and Mr. D. White in the Metallurgy Division

about the composition of the ceramic. After visual inspection they concluded that the

crucible was a typical "stoneware" object, which was probably derived from either a

kaolinite or a molite clay. This observation was confirmed by an emission spectra

analysis which showed a very high proportion of aluminum to silicon suggesting again

an alumino-silicate clay.

"The melting point of the ceramic was determined in duplicate by the use of an

optical pyrometer. The sample was melted on a tungsten filament in flowing nitrogen
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to give a clear glass. The outer surface of the crucible melted at 1090~ 50
0

C. and

the inner surface melted at 1250 + 500 C. Both samples gave a clear glass. If the

crucible had been used for melting "native" copper there should have been no difference

in the two melting points since the melting process would not have appreciably altered

the composition of the ceramic. The unaltered cer:amic melts at 1100
0

C., and copper

metal melts at 10830C.; thus it seems very unlikely that the crucible was used for

melting copper. The melting of copper in this vessel would have reduced the vessel

to a glass. The flaky composition of the ceramic further suggests that the maximum

temperature obtained during the working process was well below 1000
0

C. - probably

in the range of 700-8000 C. These temperatures are sufficient for the reduction of

copper ore, but they are well below the melting point of the metal.

"The black layers in the ceramic that extend almost to the outer edge suggest

that the crucible was worked in a reducing atmosphere, and that the organic matter in

the clay was reduced in the process.

"The 'pitted' and 'partially vitrified' portions of the inner surface of the sherd

have the appearance of a slag or dross from an ore reduction process. The emission

spectral analysis of the two surfaces supports this analysis. The major difference be

tween the two surfaces was a slightly higher concentration of copper, calcium, and phos

phorus on the inner surface. These elements could all have been associated with. the

reduction of a copper are.

"Under microscopic examination the inner surface of the sherd showed a general

pattern of copper stain. This data combined with the measured higher copper content

of the inner surface strongly suggests that the crucible was used for working copper

materials probably ores.
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"The spectrochemical analysis of the obvious copper stain on the sherd's inner

surface was very consistent with the hypothesis that the stain came originally from

copper ore. The stain showed higher concentrations of cobalt, nickel, phosphorus,

tin, and uranium among other elements than the surrounding ceramic. These elements

would be expected if the source of the copper was an ore, and they definitely would not

be expected if the source were native copper.

"On the basis of all the information we have obtained I believe it is safe to say

that the crucible was used for the reduction of a copper ore. It is conceivable to me that

the early craftsmen were able to reduce copper ore before they were able to melt the

metal. This work might be considered as support for such a hypothesis, since the copper

smith did not use a very refractory ceramic in this copper working process. "

There are no written records to tell the origins of the most ancient metallurgical

techniques. In southwest Asia the methods of hammering, annealing, smelting and cast

ing were discovered and adopted in various regions long before the invention of writing

itself. Our information from Thlis is that smelting of copper from ores precedes writing

by more than a thousand years. The shnpler processes of cold hammering native copper

nuggets into useful forms and the use of mild heat, or annealing, to make the metal more

workable are older than that (18).

Yet there is absolutely no evidence that copper smelting was invented at Ibl is .

We can suppose only that the new discovery brings us very close to the period when

smelting first became common. We cannot yet in western Asia pinpoint the loca1e of

any fundamental invention, but new information is coming out of Anatolia which may

make it possible eventually to assign priority there (19).

In level 1 there were more than three crucible fragments out of a total of less

1-h"n 1on rrier-e s of nottery in our sample; in level 2 there were more than three crucible
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fragments out of about the same number of sherds. Although some crucible fragments

may have been from the same vessels, this is a surprisingly large number of crucibles

for the small sample of pottery we were able to obtain. If the numbers are at all repre

sentative' how many thousands of crucibles must have been used for smelting here! Our

specimens suggest that most crucibles were very small and that some, at least, were

oblong. One of these (Figure 5) is only six centimeters wide at the base although the

length cannot be determined. Many such would have been needed to smelt any appreciable

amount of copper.

The only other Iranian site which has yielded any appreciable amount of information

on early copper metallurgy is Tepe Sialk at Kashan at the northern end of the Kerman

Range. Ghirshman's excavations at Sialk produced a number of prehistoric copper

tools and ornaments (20). The oldest specimens, from levels I and II and clearly more

ancient than anything we have at Iblis, were made by hammering native copper and with

a knowledge of annealing. Other specimens from the early part of main level III are of

about the same time as the metallurgical industry at Ibl is , Trere is a cast artifact from

Sialk which may also be of about the same period.

The levels of the later settlements at Iblis yielded no crucible fragments in the

small samples of pottery we obtained. Each level showed quite extraordinary amounts

of charcoal and one might suspect that smelting continued to be an important activity .

Level 3, dated 3792 ~ 60 B. C. (P-927) produced only a few pottery fragments, mostly

from a single rather thick -walled vessel, and little more can be said.

The pottery from level 4, dated 3645 ~ 59 B. C. (P-928) was readily distinguishable

from that of levels 1 and 2. This introduces the Early Ali Abad Period, named for a

nearby site where related but somewhat later pottery was found. This ceramic is often
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still fired to a reddish color, but usually covered with a thin buff slip or wash before

being painted with geometric designs. Some vessels, however, were fired buff through the

entire thickness of their fabric, which may mean that still higher firing temperatures

were now being obtained. The use of slips is often a valuable adjunct to pot making,

both to seal the walls of the vessel and to provide a surface for painted designs. Still

we may wonder at the coincidence that buff slips, which in fact simulate the appearance

of better fired vessels, appear at Iblis at the same time that better vessels are being

made. Painted designs are now much larger and more carelessly drawn than those of

the preceding period. Characteristic motifs are open nets of painted lines crossing at

ninety degree angles. Some fragments show a polychrome "bulls eye" motif.

The trend toward the use of buff slips in the Early Ali Abad Period is paralleled

far to the north at Tepe Sialk in level III, sub-levels 4 and 5 (21). There are strong

cultural influences in Sialk at this time from McCown's buff-ware province in the southern

Zagros and southwestern Iran. Borrowing from the southwest included a considerable

repertoire of actual pottery designs (22). Thlis level 4 and Sialk III, 4-5 are not far re

moved in time, but Thlis painted pottery motifs show very little resemblance to those of

Sialk and none at all to southwestern Iran. Additional work may show stronger connections

to the Baluchi pottery traditions which were now developing in the more easterly areas.

Fragments with polychrome decoration, unusual at this time in the west, also suggest an

eastern affinity.

Ibl is level 5, cared 2869 + 57 B. C. (P-929), the Late Ali Abad Period, has painted

pottery somewhat like that of level 4. The use of a buff slip on pinkish fabric continues

along with vessels fired buff clear through. There are, however, differences_ in painted

designs. The principal motifs are composed of wavy lines between parallel lines or within
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circles or rectangles. Designs with two or more colors are more numerous than before.

The closest similarities are with the site of Ali Abad nearby. There are few similar-

ities in decoration with the pottery of Sialk, although wavy line designs are found at

Sialk and in northern and western Iran. Again I am inclined to look toward Baluchistan

for our closest connections. The site of Shahi Tump in southern Baluchistan, for example,

shows some design similarities which are believed to be of a later date, however (23).

One wall of the excavation showed some kind of large feature with fragments of baked

bricks and quantities of charcoal belonging to level 5. It is conceivable that this was part

of some construction devoted to metallurgy. Perhaps the reason we found none of the

tiny crucibles in these upper levels is because more productive equipment was being used.

Among the pottery fragments lying about the excavation were many of the kinds

we have already mentioned. There were. in addition, about a dozen large fragments of

the distinctive coarse plain vessels which in Mesopotamia are called "beveled rim bowls."

They belong to the latest prehistoric periods in that region. These bowls at Ibl is , so

exactly like those of Mesopotamia, are clear evidence of long-range contacts with the

west. Whether our bowls were actually made in Mesopotamia or western Iran is another

question, but it would not be unlikely that they were made in Mesopotamia, The date for

level 5 at Ibl is , 2869 :.f= 57 B. C., falls within the time those vessels were being used in

Mesopotamia and it may be supposed that our beveled rim bowls were originally dug out

of that level of the mound. Such vessels have never before been found this far to the

east. This connection with Mesopotamia may have something to do with the export of

c oppe r from Ibl is ,

There were higher and later mound levels which were destroyed by the digging.

M hiz Period along withScattered about the excavation was pottery of the subsequent as
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other kinds still unassigned. The Mashiz Period is not radiocarbon dated but apparently

follows close on Late Ali Abad , The pottery, however, is definitely made on a wheel,

often with the sides of the vessel rather thick, and it is very hard. Some vessels have

small pedestals. Buff slips are less frequent than previously, and painted designs are

fewer and even more carelessly executed than those of Late Ali Abad,

There are several sites in the Valley which show pottery of the Mashiz kind only,

and it is abundant around the mound at Iblts , Stein's estimate of the overall size of the

Thlis settlement as twelve hundred meters north and south and eight hundred meters east

and west is clearly based on the occurrence of Mashiz sherds over that area. The human

population of Iblis and the Valley reached its greatest numbers during Mashiz times.

Future work in the area will undoubtedly add to this succession of periods and

carry the story up through Islamic times. While we have undoubtedly learned a great

deal without digging, scientific excavations will be needed to show change and develop

ment in the aspects of history other than pottery manufacture. We may now end our

account of Thlis with some observations of a more synthetic kind, attempting to assess

the s lgnificarce of our discoveries in the greater picture of the prehistory of western

Asia.

It must be admitted that to know only the bare fact that copper was being smelted

at Ibl is at 4000 B. C. is really to know very little. It would be more interesting to be

able to specify the general historical circumstances which made smelting at this place

possible at this time. Understanding should rapidly improve with additional investigation

in the area or at Ibl is itself, which is not altogether destroyed. At this moment we can

only point to the fact that the Kerman Range was evidently a major source of copper and,

as we already suggested, a greater source than the Zagros mountains which are closer

-17 -



to Mesopotamia. The first appearance of crucible fragments at the very same time as

the first painted pottery in the area, pottery of the general kind found in McCown's

red-ware province, showing higher firing temperatures and a different technology of

manufacture, offers a definite suggestion as to the nature of the culture-historical

situation with which we have to deal. The metallurgical industry at Iblis was almost

certainly introduced, along with other elements of a better all-round technology, from

the general area of Sialk , The pottery similarities between Iblis and Sialk are not

sufficiently exact to imply that this new technology came from Sialk itself. As between

two alternative explanations: whether lblis was being subject to strong cultural influence

from that area, or whether there was an actual influx of new people down the Kerman

Range, I think we can most safely subscribe to the latter. The radiocarbon dates indi-

cate that the adoption of the new technology took place rapidly. I cannot imagine the

complex procedures of making the fine, probably kiln-fired, painted pottery or of

reducing copper from are being spread by any kind of long-range diffusion. If we grant

that these new techniques were actually introduced to Thlis by new people already familiar

with their complexities, the question remains whether the number of people was small-

like traveling smiths for example - or whether an entire community or group of commun-

ities moved southeastward down the Kerman corridor and conquered or displaced the

Lalihzar people who had been tardily making coarse poorly fired pottery. I think this

second alternative has the most to recommend it. In the case of a few foreign metal-

lurgists living in an idigenous methods of pottery manufacture. Even if the metallurgists

for some reason insisted on making their own pottery, most of the other people in the

settlement would have continued for a time to use the other kind, and in levels 1 and 2

. This was not the cathe local pottery would have been more abundant than the foreIgn. se

. d of transition. I think this
The new pottery virtually replaced the older without a perlO

d nd perhaps absorbed the older
means that a new people moving down to Iblis conquere a

inhabitants. -18-



The situation at Ibl is , however, must be only part of a greater picture. Stein

found similar painted pottery at sites along the Halil River south of Iblis and in the

deepest levels of Chah Husseini near Bampur not far from the border of Baluchistan,

(24) it now seems likely that our proposed movement of peoples may have reached

southeastward along the entire twelve hundred kilometers of the Kerman Range.

This is more than halfway to India. We may be here learning something

of the beginning of those eastward movements of ancient villag ers of Iran which have

often been evoked by archaeologists to ultimately settle the Indus Valley and lay the

foundations of Harappan civilization. It is by no means sure that Indus settlement took

place in just that way or so simply. In any case our proposed movement along the

Kerman Range would be a minor part of the total situation. The Khurasan Mountains

leading across northern Iran to Afghanistan could have provided another corridor on

the northern side of the Dasht-I- Lut. Significantly, this also begins in McCown's red

ware province, in the region of the mound called Tepe Hissar closely related to Sialk (25).

Recently Beatrice Di Cardi proposed that an eastward spread of cultural elements from

Hissar and Sialk was formative in the establishment of Baluchi painted pottery traditions,

(26) and in the Zhob Valley of northern Baluchistan Stuart Piggott had already noted

striking analogies in form and decoration to Hissar pottery (27). In sum, there are a

number of suggestions of a great Orang nach Osten beginning about 4000 B. C. which

might be taken into account in any consideration of the origins of Harappan civilization.

Whether or not the "Kerman corridor" played a significant role in this is yet impossible

to decide. At the very least, the situation at Ibl is and Bampur seems to tell us about

one of the movements which led toward India.

In the Early and Late Ali Abad periods at Thlis there are few painted pottery

design similarities with Sialk _ Buff slips appear at Iblis at about the same time as at

Sialk, design motifs do not, by our limited samples, diffuse back and forth along the
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Kerman Range. Larger pottery samples and work in intervening areas may clarify

this situation. Instead there are hints in design motifs and in the use of multiple colors

of stronger connections with the developing pottery traditions of Baluchistan. Investiga

tions in the Bampur basin four hundred kilometers east of Iblis could assist here by

defining the cultural complexes of the Iran Baluchistan border. They would certainly

improve our picture of overland connections between the civilizations of Mesopotamia

and the Indus. The Late Ali Abad Period at Ibl is shows beveled rim bowls identical in

every respect with those of Mesopotamia and the clearest evidence of long-range con

nection with that region. At Bampur occurs the equally distinctive Kulli pottery, a

widespread Baluchi type, which is sometimes found at Harappan sites. As always in

archaeology. our story is just beginning.
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